AbstractÐThe traditional goals of the floorplanning process for a new integrated circuit have been minimizing the total chip area and reducing the routing cost, i.e., the total length of the interconnecting wires. Recently, it has been shown that, for certain types of chips, the floorplan can affect the yield of the chip as well. Consequently, it becomes desirable to consider the expected yield, in addition to the cost of routing, when selecting a floorplan. The goal of this paper is to investigate the two seemingly unrelated, and often conflicting, objectives of yield enhancement and routing complexity minimization. We analyze the possible trade-offs between the two and then present a constructive algorithm for incorporating yield enhancement as a secondary objective into the floorplanning process, with the main objective still being the minimization of the overall routing costs.
LOORPLANNING is the partitioning of the entire chip area into smaller rectangles which will be occupied by the various given building blocks. In the case of a microprocessor, these building blocks (also called modules) are instruction cache, data cache, instruction decode unit, integer arithmetic unit, and alike. When deciding on a floorplan, the designer takes into account the preferred mutual position of the modules, which is determined by the number of nets that connect them. Two modules which have a large number of common nets are placed as close to one another as possible in order to reduce the total wiring length and obtain a high performance design by reducing the communication delays.
The problem of finding the floorplan with the minimal wiring cost is, in the general case, NP-complete. Various heuristic algorithms for solving it have been proposed and are currently being used [4] , [14] , [15] .
Until recently, VLSI designers rarely considered yield issues when selecting a floorplan for a newly designed chip. This is justified for small chips whose defect distribution can be accurately described by either the Poisson or the Compound Poisson yield models with large area clustering (i.e., the size of the defect clusters is much larger than the size of the chip) [8] . For such chips, selecting a different floorplan will not affect the projected yield. This is no longer true for the new integrated circuits which have an area of 2cm P and up, consist of components with different device densities, and may have some incorporated redundancy. It has been shown in [10] that if chips with these attributes are hit by medium-size defect clusters, then changes in the floorplan can affect their projected yield. It has been further shown that the optimal floorplan, from the yield point of view, depends on the fault densities of the different modules. Since the fault density of a module is determined by its sensitivity to manufacturing defects, there is no direct relationship between the module's fault density and its connectivity to the other modules. It is, therefore, very likely that the floorplans with the smallest wiring cost will not have the highest possible yield. Clearly, minimizing the total wiring length, which impacts the performance of the chip, will always be more important than increasing the expected yield. There is a need, however, to study the two objectives (total wiring cost and yield) and explore the possibility of optimizing the yield with the minimum wiring cost as a constraint. Also, some trade-off between the two may be considered.
There are two main types of ICs for which the projected yield may be affected by the floorplan. In the first type, the individual modules in the chip have substantially different device densities, leading to very different sensitivities to manufacturing defects and, consequently, to different fault densities. Most current microprocessors fall into this category since they include very dense modules, like data and instruction cache, on the one hand and very sparse modules, like instruction decoder, on the other. In the second type, the IC contains several spare modules to be activated upon the failure (due to manufacturing defects) of a primary module. Memory ICs, especially very large ones, tend to contain redundant modules and, thus, fall into this second category. Both types of ICs are analyzed in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the underlying model and suggest approaches to the solution of the dual-objective optimization problem. In Section 3, we study the floorplan of a simple processor consisting of nine modules with different sensitivities to defects. In Section 4, a floorplan of a chip with redundancy is investigated. Similar analysis is then applied, in Section 5, to the floorplan of a 1Gbit memory IC which includes redundant circuits. In Section 6, we present an algorithm for incorporating yield considerations into the process of generating a floorplan with reduced wiring cost. In Section 7, we illustrate our algorithm using the floorplan of a 64-bit microprocessor. Section 8 concludes the paper.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Our model deals with a chip consisting of n modules, where module i has dimensions b i Â c i and an area of a i b i Á c i . A floorplan is a placement of the modules on the chip area, given by x I ; y I ; F F F ; x n ; y n , where x i ; y i denote the coordinates of the center of module i as measured from the lower left corner of the chip. Since, at the floorplanning phase, the complete routing has not yet been attempted, only rough estimates of the wiring length can be taken into account. A commonly used estimator [4] for the wiring length of a given net is the rectilinear (Manhattan) distance, denoted by D ij , between the centers of the two modules i and j connected by that net, i.e.,
Thus, the metric for the wiring length between two modules i and j, which have N ij nets in common, is given by w ij N ij D ij , where w ij is the weight assigned to N ij according to the criticality of the corresponding nets. A net on a critical path in the chip will be assigned a larger weight to guarantee shorter wires for better performance. In addition to the intermodule connections, we also consider the wires to the chip pins. For module i, we denote their number by N i;out , their length by D i;out , and the weight attached to them by w i;out . Since the exact chip dimensions, as well as the exact position of the I/O pins, are not known at the floorplanning phase, we estimate the chip dimensions by h Â h where The objective is to minimize the total wiring cost W given by For the yield analysis of the different floorplans, we first describe the statistical spatial distribution of manufacturing defects over the chip area and then derive the distribution of faults, which are those defects that interfere with the proper operation of the chip and cause the actual yield losses. It has been known for many years now that manufacturing defects (and, consequently, faults) occur in clusters, rather than being randomly distributed over the chip area [12] . The large area negative binomial model has been successfully used in the past to describe the distribution of both defects and faults [8] .
Since we are dealing with very large ICs for which the defect clusters are much smaller than the chip, we use in our analysis a generalization of the negative binomial distribution which allows for several independent defect clusters to occur on one chip. This model is the mediumsize clustering negative binomial distribution presented in [5] . Under this yield model, the chip is divided into disjoint areas, called ªblocks,º representing the areas on the chip in which the defect clusters are enclosed. The defects in each block have a negative binomial distribution and the defects in different blocks are statistically independent. For greater model generality, the exact placement of the blocks on the chip is random, rather than fixed, better describing the actual behavior of defect clusters. The fit of the model to actual defect data has been demonstrated in [6] . The medium-size negative binomial defect distribution has as parameters D b Ðthe average number of defects per block, Ðthe clustering parameter (which is smaller for more pronounced clustering) and the block size (which is about the size of a defect cluster). All three parameters can be estimated given wafer defect maps [5] . The parameter where a b is the block area. For this model, the probability that an area of size a located within a block has exactly k defects is given by
To be able to calculate the chip yield, we have to find the distribution of the operational faults, rather than that of defects. A defect becomes a fault if it disconnects a line or connects two adjacent lines which belong to different nets. Therefore, the probability that a defect will become a fault depends on the width of the lines and on the spacing between them and, thus, can differ from one module to the other. Denoting by p i the probability that a defect occurring in module i will become a fault, by i the average number of faults in module i, and by d i the fault density for module i (i.e., the average number of faults per unit area) we obtain
and the probability that module i is fault-free is P rob module i is faultEfree
The yield of the chip as a whole depends on its exact structure and whether it has any incorporated redundancy. The objective is to maximize the chip yield, Y , while still keeping the wiring cost W minimal. Multiobjective optimization problems, in which two or more possibly conflicting criteria appear simultaneously, occur frequently in engineering, economics, management, and manufacturing [2] , [3] . There is no clear-cut solution to a multiobjective problem since improving one objective may have a negative impact on the others. The objectives of minimizing W and, at the same time, maximizing Y are usually conflicting objectives and, except for some very special cases, cannot be accomplished simultaneously. The two most frequently used approaches to attacking such a problem are weighting and Pareto optimization.
Definition. A solution to the multiobjective optimization problem is the vector of values of the different objectives resulting from selecting one of the possible alternative actions.
In our problem, a solution is a tuple W; Y resulting from selecting a specific floorplan.
The first approach changes the optimization problem from multidimensional to one-dimensional. A weight is attached to each objective according to its importance. The weighted sum of the objectives is calculated for each solution and the solution with the highest weighted sum is then selected. In our problem, weights c w and c y are selected, and the optimal solution S Ã W Ã ; Y Ã is the one which minimizes the function Z c w W À c y Y .
The second approach preserves the multidimensionality of the problem. Rather than selecting one solution, a set of ªPareto-optimalº solutions is found so that none of the solutions in the set ªdominatesº any of the others and all are considered equally good and equally ªoptimal.º
To construct the Pareto-optimal set of solutions for our problem, we use the following definition Definition. Given two solutions, S I W I ; Y I and S P W P ; Y P , we say that S I dominates S P , denoted by
A set of solutions fS I ; F F F ; S n g is called Pareto-optimal if no solution in the set dominates any other solution, i.e., for any S i ; S j in the set, S i T 1 S j and S j T 1 S i .
In other words: A set of solutions is Pareto-optimal if, for every S i and S j in the set (where S i W i ; Y i and S j W j ; Y j ), either W i < W j and Y i < Y j or W i > W j and Y i > Y j , i.e., each solution is better in one aspect but worse in the other.
We next illustrate these two approaches through several examples.
EXAMPLE IÐA SIMPLE PROCESSOR CHIP
In this example, we examine a simple processor chip consisting of nine modules, all of the same size (see Fig. 1 ). These nine units are a ROM (R), two static memory units (C I and C P ) (e.g., instruction cache and data cache), and six random logic units with different transistor densities (
Denoting the vector R; C I ; C P ; L I ; F F F ; L T by I; P; F F F ; W, a floorplan of this chip can be represented as a permutation n I ; F F F ; n W of I; P; F F F ; W.
As the wiring cost for a given floorplan, we use W as defined in (1) 
For the wires to the chip pins, we use N P;out PR and N U;out QP. The total number of wires per module, N i W jI N ij N i;out , was chosen so as to satisfy Rent's rule [1] , i.e.,
where g is the number of gates in the module and K p and are constants whose values depend on the type of the module. For example, for static memories, K p T and H:IP, while, for microprocessor logic units, K p H:RS and H:VP [1] .
For the weights w ij we chose two sets of values: The first are uniform, w ij I for i; j I; F F F ; W. The second are mostly uniform, except for w Q;V P (i.e., the wires connecting the data cache with the integer arithmetic unit are critical). The yield model used is the medium-size clustering negative binomial model, with a block size of P Â P modules and a clustering parameter H:Q. Since all modules have the same area, we can assume that the module fault averages, i , are proportional to the module fault densities d i , which in turn are approximately proportional to the number of transistors per module. Thus, T For a given floorplan n I ; F F F ; n W , the expected yield is obtained by [5] 
U where y I = À :
Numerical Results
We calculated the set of all Pareto-optimal floorplans, for both sets of weights, and they are depicted in Fig. 2 . Given appropriate weights c w and c y , one of these points can be selected so as to minimize Z c w W À c y Y . Clearly, if c w ! c y , then the first point on the left, the one which minimizes the wiring length, will be chosen. If yield is of utmost importance, then the last point on the right, in which the yield is the highest, will be selected.
The floorplan with the highest overall yield (0.484) is shown in Fig. 1a . The floorplan with the lowest overall yield (0.437) is shown in Fig. 1b . These two floorplans demonstrate the benefits, with respect to yield, of following the rules presented in [10] , i.e., for higher yield one should place the modules with the highest sensitivity to defects in the center of the chip and rearrange the other modules so that the lower the fault density, the farther away from the center is the module. The yield of the floorplan in Fig. 1a is larger by 10 percent than that of the floorplan in Fig. 1b .
Floorplan (c), shown in Fig. 1c , has the lowest wiring cost of 385, but a yield of only 0.457 (roughly half way between the highest and the lowest yields). Floorplan (d), shown in Fig. 1d , is an attempt to increase the yield with only a slight increase in the wiring cost. Its projected yield is 0.476 and its wiring cost is 410. In other words, for a 6.5 percent increase in wiring cost we can achieve a 4.2 percent increase in yield.
The effect of the weights w ij can be seen by comparing floorplans c and e, which have minimal wiring length for the two sets of weights. In c, C P and L S are not adjacent, but they were forced to be adjacent in e by increasing the weight w Q;V from 1 to 2.
EXAMPLE IIÐA DESIGN WITH REDUNDANCY
To illustrate the possible trade-offs between the yield and the wiring cost for a chip with redundancy, consider the following example of a chip which consists of nine modules,
, and M Q , where two modules of each type (K i , L i , and M i ) are sufficient for the proper operation of the chip. Three topologically distinct floorplans for this chip are depicted in Fig. 3 . The difference between these floorplans is the proximity of the modules of the same type to one another. Floorplan a is one extreme in the sense that all modules of the same type are adjacent, while floorplan c is the opposite extreme since modules of the same type are the farthest apart. Floorplan b is situated between these two. To estimate the expected yield of this chip, we again use the negative binomial distribution with medium-size clusters. Clearly, if the blocks in this yield model are very small or very large relative to the chip size, all three floorplans will have the same yield. Similarly, if the blocks are horizontal, the projected yield is the same for all floorplans. If, on the other hand, the blocks are vertical, the different floorplans will have significantly different yields, as shown below.
Suppose the chip consists of three vertical blocks of size three modules each, with an average of m faults per module and a clustering parameter of . For each of the three floorplans, the yield of the chip is calculated as the probability that at least two of the K i , at least two of the L i , and at least two of the M i modules are fault-free. Using the negative binomial distribution, the probability that k modules located in the same block will be fault-free, denoted by y k , is given by
Based on combinatorial considerations (i.e., the inclusion and exclusion formula), the yield of floorplan a, Y a, is equal to [8] Y a Qy P À Py Q Q :
By going over all the combinations of faulty and nonfaulty modules such that the chip is operational, we obtain as the yield of floorplan b, Y b, the expression Y b y Q y P Py I À y P P y I À y P Py P À y Q y P À y Q y P P P y I À y P y Q Â Ã P y P À y Q y Q Py I À y P P y P À y Q Py P À y Q P y I À Py P y Q y Q y P P y P À y Q y Q ; which, after algebraic simplification, becomes Y c y Q Á y Q Qy P Ày Q y I Qy I ÀPy P y Q y P IÀQy I Qy P Ày Q y Q Q y P À y Q y I y Q Py P À y Q y P y I À Py P y Q y Q Q y I À Py P y Q y P y Q y P À y Q y Q I À Qy I Qy P À y Q y P Q which can be simplified to Y c IVy I y P y Q À IVy I y P Q À QTy An intuitive justification for floorplan c having the highest yield is that it guarantees the separation between modules of the same type for almost any fault cluster, making it less likely that the same cluster will hit two of them. In floorplan a, on the other hand, it is more likely that a fault cluster will hit two modules of the same type thus rendering the chip faulty. Therefore, if maximizing the yield is the main consideration, floorplan c should be preferred over a and b.
However, the three floorplans have different wiring lengths and this criterion should be taken into account when selecting a floorplan. Suppose the interconnect matrix N is given by
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and w ij I for i; j I; F F F ; W, then W a I; QRR; Wb I; RUP; Wc I; SQT:
Floorplan a has the lowest wiring cost, b is second, and c is the worst with regard to this criterion. N P
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Then, W a P; IIP; Wb I; WVR; Wc I; WPH:
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , both criteria agree and floorplan c is the one to be selected.
EXAMPLE IIIÐA MEMORY IC
Several new approaches for incorporating defect-tolerance into memory ICs have been proposed and implemented [13] , [16] , [17] . In [17] , a hybrid design which combines the traditional row and column redundancy with several redundant subarrays is presented. The main reason for this hybrid design is that the higher density of the new submicron memory ICs drastically increases the yield loss due to chip-kill defects, e.g., defects in core circuits like sense amplifiers and line drivers [13] , [16] , [17] . The conventional technique using spare rows and columns is incapable of dealing with such defects and the entire subarray must be replaced. The purpose of the redundant subarrays in the Samsung memory IC [17] is to replace those primary memory subarrays hit by chip-kill faults.
The designed chip is a 1 Gbit memory which includes eight mats of size 128 Mbit each and eight redundant blocks of size 1 Mbit each (see Fig. 6 ). Each redundant block consists of four basic 256 Kbit arrays and has additional eight spare rows and four spare columns (see Fig. 7 ). The purpose of the spare rows and columns is to increase the probability that the redundant block is operational and can be used for replacing a block with chip-kill faults.
Each mat consists of 512 basic arrays of size 256 Kbit and has 32 spare rows and 32 spare columns. However, these spare rows and columns cannot be used to replace every defective row or column in the entire mat. Four spare rows are allocated to a 16 Mbit portion of the mat and eight spare columns are allocated to a 32 Mbit portion of the mat.
The analysis in this paper concentrates on chip-kill faults and, as such, deals only with the placement of the redundant blocks. In the current design, the chip is divided into two halves, each with four mats and four redundant blocks (RBs), where an RB can replace any faulty block in the same half-chip. In an alternative floorplan, all four RBs in one half of the chip serve as spares for the mats in the second half. This is expected to increase the yield since the mat and its spares will not be hit by the same cluster of defects, but the wiring length for this floorplan is clearly higher. Another possible solution which will increase both the yield and the wiring length by a smaller amount is to have two out of the four RBs as spares for one half-chip and the other two as spares for the other half. Other floorplans which can be considered are for a design with 16 RBs. In this case, the alternatives are to identify 0, 2, 4, or 8 as spares for the same half in which they are located and the rest as spares for the mats in the second half.
To compare the different floorplans, we used as yield model the negative binomial model, with a fault density of d faults per 1 Mbit, a clustering parameter , and fault clusters with approximately the size of one eighth of a chip (128 Mbits). We compared the yield of the three different floorplans with eight RBs and the five different floorplans with 16 RBs. The percentages of yield improvement, relative to the yield of the original design, are depicted in Fig. 8 . As this figure shows, the more spares are separated from the modules that they are replacing, the higher the yield. To determine whether the increase in yield is worth the increase in wiring cost, we estimated the length of the wires connecting the redundant blocks to the mats for which they act as spares. Fig. 9 shows the percentage of yield increase versus the additional wiring cost for the redundant blocks (which is only a small percentage of the total wiring cost for the entire chip). This figure shows by how much the yield can increase if the designer is willing to allow the wiring cost to increase slightly. Note that the small increase in wiring length is expected to have a negligible effect on the overall yield, which is mainly determined by the sensitivity to defects of the high-density memory arrays (the mats and redundant blocks). Also notice that the expected yield improvement is quite limited and, as a result, the above proposed modifications in the placement of the redundant blocks are worthwhile only for high manufacturing volume memory ICs.
A YIELD-ORIENTED PLACEMENT ALGORITHM
We next present an algorithm which incorporates yield enhancement into the floorplanning process. Our algorithm is based on a constructive floorplanning algorithm [15] , adding yield enhancement as a secondary consideration in addition to wiring minimization. The algorithm places one module at a time and this is done in three steps:
1. Selecting the next module to be placed out of the yet unplaced modules according to its area and its connections to the already placed modules. 2. Placing the selected module in the floorplan with the aim of minimizing the wiring length to the already placed modules. 3. If more than one placement is found in Step 2, then the one maximizing the yield is selected. Steps 1 and 2 are based on [15] , but Step 3 is a new contribution of this paper and will be explained next.
As shown in [10] and exemplified in Section 2 of this paper, the yield of a chip is enhanced when the modules are placed at a distance from the center which is inversely related to their fault densities d i . To incorporate this into the placement process, let us assume that the chip is a square of size h Â h and denote by x; y the coordinates of the center of an about to be placed module, as measured from the lower left corner of the chip. The distance of x; y from the center of the chip is given by xÀh=P P yÀh=P
To determine whether the module is placed at a yield favorable location, we define a ªyield fitnessº function
which decreases as the distance in (9) increases. To maximize the yield, the modules should be placed so that the higher their fault density d i , the higher the value of F x; y. We divide the chip into l Â l equal-area squares, for some odd number l (this is done for a square chip, while a division into l I Â l P would be more suitable for a rectangular chip), and calculate the value of the function F for each of their centers. Due to the symmetry of F around the center of the chip, each four symmetric squares have the same value of F . This results in M Il P ÀI=R different values, which can be denoted by F I < F P < Á Á Á < F M . F I is the value of F in the four corner squares, while F M is its value in the center square. The set of modules fI; F F F ; ng is now arranged according to an increasing order of the fault densities d i and divided, in ascending order, into M groups G I ; F F F ; G M so that iPGj a i % Rh P =l P for j I; F F F ; M À I and 
where a i is the area of module i.
In case of a tie in Step 2 (two or more placements have wiring lengths which differ by no more than some predetermined ), then, if the module to be placed is in group G j , it is placed at the location x; y, which minimizes jF x; y À F j j.
The number l is selected so that h P =l P is roughly the average area of a module. Hence, the larger the number of modules in the chip, the higher will l be. The selection of , the difference in wiring costs which determines a tie in
Step 2, is determined by the relative importance of the yield vs. wiring cost objectives. will be higher as more emphasis is placed on yield enhancement at the expense of increasing the wiring length.
Denote: S fI; F F F ; ngÐthe set of all modules. S P Ðthe set of already placed modules, S U Ðthe set of yet unplaced modules.
The yield-oriented floorplanning algorithm is:
1. Select values for the parameters l, . 2. Arrange the modules I; F F F ; n so that
is maximized. 6. Select for module k a location x; y on the chip such that W x;y is minimized, where W x;y iPS P w ki N ki Dx; y; x i ; y i w k;out N k;out Dx; y; out and Dx; y; x i ; y i jx À x i j jy À y i j;
Dx; y; out minx; h À x; y; h À y:
If more than one location x; y exists such that the values of W x;y differ by less than , go to 7, otherwise go to 8. 7. If k P G j , calculate jF x; y À F j j for every minimal location x; y found in 6. Select the location for which the difference is minimized. 8. Place k in selected location x; y and set x k ; y k x; y S P S P fkg S U S U À fkg. 9. If S U T È, go to 5. As the number of wires to the chip pins, we used N Q;out TR and N IH;out ITH and assumed w ij I for every i; j. A floorplan of this chip can be represented by n I ; F F F ; n IP , where n I ; F F F ; n IP is a permutation of I; F F F ; IP, although not all permutations can serve as floorplans due to the different sizes of the modules. As the yield model, we used the medium-size clustering negative binomial distribution, with i a i d i , H:Q, and a block size of T Â T (where the chip is assumed to be of size h Â h V Â V). We applied the algorithm described in Section 6 with l Q, i.e., the chip area is divided into nine squares, and the modules are divided into three groups, according to whether they should be placed in the center, on the sides, or in the corners. We selected four values of : 0, 100, 200, and 300, resulting in four floorplans in which the yield increases at the expense of increasing wiring length. The four floorplans are depicted in Fig. 11 and their corresponding yields and wiring lengths are shown in Fig. 12 . The characteristics of the original floorplan shown in Fig. 12 are for reference only since we had to use approximate values for the entries of the interconnection matrix N. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 illustrate the usefulness of the algorithm presented in Section 6, allowing the chip designer to consider the trade-off between wiring cost and yield, and generate the most desirable floorplan according to the relative significance of these two objectives. Notice, however, that we do not claim that the generated floorplans are optimal in any sense. This example is meant to demonstrate the incorporation of yield considerations into a given floorplanning algorithm and, for this purpose, we selected a greedy constructive algorithm. In principle, other floorplanning algorithms can be modified in a similar manner to include yield as a secondary objective.
CONCLUSION
We have studied in this paper two distinct objectives in floorplanning, namely, total wiring length minimization and yield maximization. We focused on two types of chips for which the floorplan has a great impact on the yield. The first type includes chips consisting of modules with very different defect sensitivities and the second type includes chips which contain redundant modules. Most current microprocessors are of the first type, while several very large memory ICs designed recently belong to the second type.
We have demonstrated that, for these two types of ICs, the yield and wiring cost objectives are often conflicting. We therefore introduced a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, allowing consideration of the trade-off between the two objectives and the selection of one of the solutions according to the relative importance of each of the objectives.
Finally, we introduced, and exemplified through a 64-bit microprocessor, a variation on a constructive floorplanning algorithm which incorporates the yield enhancement goal into the floorplanning process. This variation calculates a specially designed ªyield fitnessº function and, by varying a parameter , generates a series of floorplans in which the yield increases at the cost of increasing wiring length, allowing the designer to decide on the most desirable one. Although this variation has been implemented for a greedy constructive algorithm, it can be incorporated into any other constructive floorplanning algorithm. 
